Deutsche Post and Ford to manufacture E-Van
Partnership for zero-emission delivery traffic
Important boost for e-mobility in Germany
Bonn/Cologne, June 14, 2017 – Deutsche Post subsidiary StreetScooter GmbH and FordWerke GmbH are entering a partnership for the manufacturing of battery-electric delivery
vehicles.
Deutsche Post has already left its mark in the smaller van segment by designing and producing
the emission-free StreetScooter, now both partners are working on a larger vehicle type. The
chassis of the Ford Transit provides the technical basis. It will be equipped with a batteryelectric drive train and fitted with a special body construction based on Deutsche Post and DHL
Paket specifications.
The start of production is scheduled for July 2017. Before the end of 2018 at least 2,500
vehicles will support the urban delivery traffic of Deutsche Post DHL Group. With this volume,
the joint project will become the largest manufacturer of battery-electric medium-duty delivery
vehicles in Europe.
Both Deutsche Post DHL Group and Ford share the same objective of building future mobility by
reducing emissions and creating new traffic solutions. This partnership is an important and
tangible step towards achieving these goals.
“I consider this partnership another important boost for electro-mobility in Germany”, says
Jürgen Gerdes, member of the executive board of the Deutsche Post AG. “This step
emphasises that Deutsche Post is an innovation leader. It will relieve the inner cities and
increase the people’s quality of life. We will continue working on completely carbon neutral
CO2-neutral logistics!”
“E-Mobility and innovative traffic solutions for urban areas are key focuses for us as we
transform our business to meet future challenges," says Steven Armstrong, group vice president
and president Europe, Middle East and Africa, Ford Motor Company. “As the leader in
commercial vehicles in Europa, this partnership plays perfectly to our strengths and
in StreetScooter and the Deutsche Post DHL Group we have a partner with enormous
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competence and a worldwide network.”
In addition to the new assembly line the existing manufacturing of the StreetScooter models will
be significantly expanded as previously announced. StreetScooter GmbH is planning to
manufacture 20,000 units per year of their successful small electrical delivery van in different
versions in Aachen and another site in North Rhine-Westphalia. Today, there are already 2,500
StreetScooter in use for Deutsche Post throughout Germany. More and more prospective
buyers from the outside are signalling their interest or have already received StreetScooters in
order to convert their fleet to zero-emission operation.
– End –
You can find the press release for download as well as further information on
http://www.dpdhl.com/pressreleases
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Deutsche Post – Die Post für Deutschland
Deutsche Post is Europe’s largest mail services operator, and market leader in the German mail
and parcel market. With its powerful Deutsche Post brand and a workforce of about 150,000
employees committed to service excellence, the company is recognized both as “Die Post für
Deutschland” and as a global player in the international delivery of mail and goods. The
Deutsche Post portfolio combines the present and future of postal and communications
services, ranging from mail and parcel delivery to secure electronic communication and dialog
marketing for private and business customers. The company has been a pioneer in new postal
technologies, carbon neutral shipping and e-commerce logistics solutions.
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Deutsche Post is part of Deutsche Post DHL Group. The Group generated revenues of more
than 57 billion euros in 2016.
Ford-Werke GmbH
Ford-Werke GmbH is a German automotive company based in Cologne. The company employs
more than 24,000 people at facilities in Cologne and Saarlouis. Since the foundation of the
company in 1925 more than 40 million vehicles have been produced. For more information on
Ford products please visit www.ford.de
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